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Stata tip 118: Orthogonalizing powered and product

terms using residual centering
Carsten Sauer
Bielefeld University
Bielefeld, Germany
carsten.sauer@uni-bielefeld.de

In multiple regressions, powered variables are commonly included to represent higher-
order nonlinear effects. Interaction effects are often represented by the product of two
variables. In many cases, including powered or product terms leads to increasing corre-
lation or collinearity. This correlation between the powered or the product term and the
first-order predictor variable can lead to unstable estimates and bouncing beta weights.
To tackle this problem, one can center the predictor variables before the estimation
at the means (Cohen 1978). An alternative approach to mean centering is residual
centering. Unlike mean centering, residual centering ensures orthogonality between the
powered or the product term and the first-order predictor variables. The theoretical
background of residual centering in comparison with mean centering is described in
Little, Bovaird, and Widaman (2006). Technically, residual centering is a two-stage or-
dinary least-squares regression procedure introduced by Lance (1988). In the first step,
the powered term or the product term is regressed on the first-order predictor variables.
The residuals of this regression are then used to represent the powered or the product
term. The variance of the powered or the product term obtained by this regression is
independent of the variance of the first-order predictor variable.

The following examples show the residual centering method for powered and product
terms. First, we run a regression with one linear effect; then we include the powered
term.

. sysuse auto
(1978 Automobile Data)

. quietly regress price weight

. estimates store M1

. generate weight2 = weight^2

. quietly regress price weight weight2

. estimates store M2

. estat vif

Variable VIF 1/VIF

weight 58.95 0.016963
weight2 58.95 0.016963

Mean VIF 58.95

c© 2014 StataCorp LP st0333
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The variance inflation factor is 58.95, which indicates multicollinearity. Now we
calculate the residual-centered powered term and rerun the regression model.

. quietly regress weight2 weight

. predict weight2_rc, res

. quietly regress price weight weight2_rc

. estimates store M3

. estat vif

Variable VIF 1/VIF

weight 1.00 1.000000
weight2_rc 1.00 1.000000

Mean VIF 1.00

The test for collinearity indicates that perfect orthogonality could be achieved via
residual centering. The following table shows the coefficients of the models with only the
linear effect (M1), the quadratic effects without residual centering (M2), and the quadratic
effects with residual centering (M3). The results show that including the interaction term
in the third model does not change the coefficients of the first-order variable and the
constant term. Note that residual centering does not affect the proportion of explained
variance (R2).

. estimates table M1 M2 M3, b(%8.3f) stats(r2 N) star

Variable M1 M2 M3

weight 2.044*** -7.273** 2.044***
weight2 0.002***

weight2_rc 0.002***
_cons -6.707 1.3e+04** -6.707

r2 0.290 0.394 0.394
N 74 74 74

legend: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

The second example shows the residual centering for the interaction terms of two
continuous variables, weight and length.

. quietly regress price weight length

. estimates store M4

. generate interact = weight*length

. quietly regress price weight length interact

. estimates store M5

. estat vif

Variable VIF 1/VIF

interact 155.59 0.006427
weight 91.62 0.010915
length 21.84 0.045795

Mean VIF 89.68
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. quietly regress interact weight length

. predict interact_rc, res

. quietly regress price weight length interact_rc

. estimates store M6

The test for collinearity indicates results similar to those shown above. The variance
inflation factor is very high for the interaction model without centering and remarkably
lower for the interaction model with residual centering.

. estat vif

Variable VIF 1/VIF

length 9.52 0.105068
weight 9.52 0.105068

interact_rc 1.00 1.000000

Mean VIF 6.68

The following table shows the coefficients for the two first-order predictor variables
(M4), the interaction effect without residual centering (M5), and the interaction effect
with residual centering (M6). Again including the orthogonalized product term does not
change the coefficients for the first-order predictor variables and the constant term.

. estimates table M4 M5 M6, b(%8.3f) stats(r2 N) star

Variable M4 M5 M6

weight 4.699*** -0.967 4.699***
length -97.960* -174.570** -97.960*

interact 0.029
interact_rc 0.029

_cons 1.0e+04* 2.5e+04** 1.0e+04*

r2 0.348 0.375 0.375
N 74 74 74

legend: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001

Residual centering is an easy two-step procedure that makes it possible to obtain
unbiased powered or interaction effects and main effects. While it was originally used
for multiple regression models, Little, Bovaird, and Widaman (2006) extend the resid-
ual centering procedure to represent latent variable interactions in structural equation
modeling. Geldhof et al. (2012) provide an overview about applications and caveats for
latent interactions.
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